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step lightly create out loud. Slow and steady wins the race with simple strums and master piece vocals. If

you like to chill out with your music you must take a listen to "the sample". 14 MP3 Songs ROCK: Emo,

EASY LISTENING: Soft Rock Details: This is a step up from where I have been. I recorded my first album

about three years ago. I did it to fund raise for a college choir tour to Japan and Korea. With friends and

family i sold enough to make the trip. The songs were recorded in four days mixed like crap and really

showed my level of musician ship (or lack there of). I feel that I have taken a step up from that album with

this album. It is entitled "the sample" because it is the sample of my new musical level. I also have

dreams of a bigger production level with these songs. On the cover you will also see "live from TVA". TVA

is short for Temple View Apartments, which are married student houses at BYU Hawaii. With screaming

kids during the day outside my window and sleeping wife and babies at night, my two-bedroom TVA

apartment most the time is not the best recording studio. However, with perfect timing and editing I was

able to pull it off. I just rapped up my BFA in Art and had a senior art show with a musical concert by

yours truly and I sold copies of this album there. Along with other masterpieces at the art show I feel that

"the sample" is the musical pinnacle of my talent thus far. The name Cubworld came from a nickname of

cub given to me by a friend in high school who thought I looked like a bear cub. It stuck with me for years.

The world was added later as I got older and noticed the fast moving pace of the world around me and

wanted to define my space as unique and personal. My songs are part of my world and my thoughts.

Cubworld is a symbol of young ideas and creations as they grow into the world. Before this gets to deep I

just want to say that when it comes down to it, I enjoy writing and recording music and Im glad I could

share it with you. Hope you enjoy. Aloha. Cub
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